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ABSTRACT

Wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) is a highly popular game species harvested
primarily during the reproductive season, which has driven substantial efforts to
understand patterns of springtime habitat use and gobbling activity. Autonomous
recording units (ARUs) have enabled researchers to collect unprecedented amounts of
gobbling data, yet post hoc processing of audio data has been time-intensive due to false
detection rates. Gobbling activity has been studied in the South Carolina Coastal Plain,
but data for the Upstate are lacking. My objectives were to assess seasonal and weekly
gobbling activity and turkey habitat use in Upstate South Carolina relative to hunting and
breeding seasons. I deployed 38 ARUs throughout Upstate SC and collected daily 3-hour
recordings from March 1 to May 31 in 2019 and 2020. I used an acoustic template
finder, monitoR, to identify detections which I incorporated into hierarchical singleseason occupancy models to evaluate site use across Upstate South Carolina and quantify
factors affecting detection probability and false positives. My occupancy models used
audio templates as independent “observers” for repeat sampling. For both years, false
positive probabilities increased as distance to water increased (ΔAICc = 3.00 [2019] and
ΔAICc = 10.30 [2020]). Additionally, false positive rates in 2019 were correlated
positively with average wind speed in 2019 (β = 0.54, 0.21– 0.87; 85% CI), and in 2020
differed by template choice (β = 0.70, 0.54 – 0.86; 85% CI). The top-ranked detection
models for both years included terms for template, humidity, and date. Percentage of
pasture was positively correlated with seasonal turkey site use and was the most
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predictive model in 2019 and 2020. Gobbling activity did not exhibit any discernible
patterns between years or within seasons, demonstrating the challenge managers face
when structuring harvest seasons based on highly variable results from gobbling
chronology studies.
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CHAPTER ONE
WILD TURKEY OCCUPANCY IN UPSTATE SOUTH CAROLINA

Introduction
In the past two decades, autonomous recording units (ARUs) have been increasingly used
to monitor occupancy, richness, distribution, and abundance of insects (Brandes 2005), bats
(Banner et al. 2018), anurans (Courch & Paton 2002), and a variety of bird species (Rempel et al.
2005, Bailey et al. 2009, Swiston et al. 2009, Tegeler et al. 2012). Autonomous recording units
enable researchers to passively collect acoustic surveys simultaneously at multiple points over
significant spatial scales and repeatedly access recordings as needed, often with comparable
ability to humans to accurately identify sounds (Shonfield & Bayne 2017). Data from ARUs are
commonly analyzed with occupancy models, which estimate occupancy probability while
accounting for false negative (failure to detect species when present) probabilities to quantify
relationships of presence and environmental effects of interest (Cerqueira and Aide 2006,
Duchac et al. 2020). However, the large number of false positive detections (recordings
classified as a detection when the species is not heard) in acoustic studies can significantly bias
estimates of occupancy probability, leading to erroneous information about species-habitat
relationships when not included in occupancy models (Rota et al. 2009, Miller et al. 2015).
For decades, research on wild turkeys has used VHF radio transmitters and roadside
gobbling surveys to study gobbling activity and habitat selection, but research using ARUs has
become increasingly common, especially in the southeastern United States (Colbert 2011,
Chamberlain et al. 2018, Wightman et al. 2019, Wakefield et al. 2019). Autonomous recording
units have enabled researchers to collect unprecedented amounts of gobbling data, and explore
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the relationships between gobbling frequency and spatial movements (Chamberlain et al. 2018),
breeding phenology (Wilson et al. 2005), human activity (Wightman et al. 2019), and weather
conditions (Pollentier et al. 2019, Palumbo et al. 2019). .
While ARUs have been used for a variety of research applications, previous ARU
gobbling chronology studies have processed data using template analysis, which uses a template,
or short audio sample (i.e., gobble), to scan recordings for matches (Colbert 2013, Chamberlain
et. al 2018, Wightman et al. 2019, Wakefield et al. 2019). Spectrogram cross-correlation is the
process whereby sound is converted to spectrograms and correlation scores are calculated
between the template and sound events within an audio file to identify potential detections. A
high correlation score represents a close match between a gobble template and a spectrographic
signature. Previous ARU gobbling studies have relied on manual verification of all algorithmgenerated detections and have returned false positive rates ranging from 92.8% to 99.9%
(Colbert et al. 2015, Wightman et al. 2019, Wakefield et al. 2019). Using full manual
verification is time intensive given high false positive detections and does not statistically
account for false negatives. Here, I develop a new approach to an occupancy analysis by
analyzing ARU data with multiple audio templates as separate observers.
My project’s first objective was to use this alternative post hoc process to verify a subset
of detections and statistically account for false positives and negatives within an occupancy
model. I created two templates for identifying gobbles one each from a relatively loud and soft
gobble. I expected the “soft” gobbling template would be positively correlated with detectability,
as theoretically it would have a greater chance of picking up additional, quiet gobbles that may
be otherwise missed by the “loud” template. I also expected the “soft” template would have a
higher chance of misidentifying gobbles and thus positively correlate with false positive rates. I
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expected wind speed to negatively correlate with detectability (Colbert 2011) and positively
correlate with false positives due to background noise. Likewise, I predicted humidity would
positively correlate with false positive rates, as high humidity is associated with precipitation and
weather events. In addition, I also expected false positive rates would be highest closer to water
sources due to sounds of moving water. I expected increasing vegetative growth to dampen
sound and cause date to corelate negatively with detection.
Though turkeys are highly adaptable, population density and abundance are positively
influenced by heterogeneous landscapes (Porter 1992, Rioux et al. 2009, Gonnerman 2017). In
the Southeast U.S., preferred habitats have included landscapes with hardwood forests (Miller et
al. 1999, Davis et al. 2018), openings (Speake et al. 1975, Gonnerman 2017), upland, swamp,
and lowland forests (Grisham 2007). Turkeys employ resource-defense polygamy, in which
males maximize mating opportunity by defending territories and resources used by females
(Emlen & Oring 1977). While hen habitat selection in the spring is centered on nest-searching
and brood-rearing behavior, habitat use for gobblers (males) is primarily driven by female
presence (Badyaev et al. 1994, Wilson et al. 2005). In some areas, females prefer certain habitat
throughout spring and summer, whereas gobblers sometimes use these same habitats
disproportionally only in spring to court females (Palmer 1990, Godwin et al. 1992, Grisham
2007). During spring, male turkeys in Louisiana use upland and bottomland forests more often
(Godwin et al. 1992), and in Mississippi males use hardwood sawtimber and bottomland forest
(Miller et al. 1999, Grisham 2007). In the coastal plain of South Carolina, male and female
turkeys use habitat equally relative to availability in spring and summer (Moore 2006). While
habitat use of turkeys in the southeastern United States has been studied, including in the South
Carolina coastal plain, data for upstate South Carolina are lacking.
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My project’s second objective was to assess habitat use of male turkeys in the upstate of
South Carolina by using gobbles detected via ARUs as indicators of site use. I used monitoR, a
song-recognition software, to identify gobbles and incorporated detection data into single-season
occupancy models accounting for false positives and negatives. I predicted site use would be
positively correlated with distance to water, as ARUs in Georgia closer to water have greater
gobbling activity (Colbert 2011). I predicted highest site use on the most prevalent landcover
types (i.e., deciduous forest, mixed forest, and evergreen forest) as well as pasture openings.
Methods
Study area and site selection
The study area was located north/west of I-85 and encompassed Anderson, Oconee,
Pickens, and Greenville counties, which are defined by the Blue Ridge and Piedmont
physiographic regions which includes federal, county, and private lands (Fig. 1). Most of the
study area was located in the Piedmont region and ranged from 61 to 365m in elevation (Miller
and Robinson 1994). The northern and western extremities of the study area were in the Blue
Ridge region and the highest point in elevation was 1085m.
To collect turkey gobbling and occupancy data, I placed ARUs in a variety of habitats.
Eight of our sites were placed in the CEF with points generated randomly by the R package
spsurvey (Kincaid et al. 2019). The other 30 sites were placed in areas of known turkey use that
were identified by project cooperators including SCDNR (Charles Ruth, personal
communication, February 2019) and US Forest Service personnel (Chris Halcomb, personal
communication, February 2019). I placed approximately two-thirds of ARUs in the northern
region of the study area to capture elevational variability. I placed ARUs in trees at a height of
3-4 m and, when possible, on tops of knolls to optimize sound collection (Lehman et al. 2007).
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I used a combination of the SM2+ and SM4 ARU models of the SongMeter Digital Field
Recorder (Wildlife Acoustics, Inc., Concord, MA). ARUs recorded 92 consecutive days starting
from 01 March and ending 31 May for 2019 and 2020. The SM2 model recorded at a rate of
16000 Hz and SM4 at 48000Hz. Units recorded 3 hours each day to capture the majority of
daily gobbling, starting 0.5 hours before and ending 2.5 hours after sunrise (Colbert 2013,
Wightman et al. 2019). I visited all ARUS mid-season to replace batteries and SD cards. Due to
logistical and personnel restraints in 2019, 20 units began field recording during the first week of
March, with all 38 deployed by 29 March. In 2020, 36 units began collecting data on 01 March.
Acoustic analysis and detection verification
I created a paired set of templates to identify “loud” and “soft” gobbles for SM2 and SM4
recordings. I used a total of four model-specific templates to scan ARU recordings for gobbles as
the discrepancy in recording rates made templates created from one model’s recording
incompatible with the other. Template creation consisted of three steps that were repeated for
SM2 and SM4 audio files (3-hour surveys). First, I randomly chose files and listened to find
both a clear, relatively loud (~75 dB) gobble and a soft gobble (~45 dB). I then isolated the
gobble and plotted the clip on a spectrograph, which is a visual representation of audio signals
transforming through time. I used monitoR’s rectangle-selection tool to outline the gobble’s
spectrographic signature to create a template. The acoustic template is used by monitoR to scan
the file’s spectrograph and calculate correlation scores between the template and spectrographic
signatures. A detection occurs when the correlation score matches a pre-set cutoff score.
Whereas a low cutoff score will theoretically result in a relatively high false positive rate, a
higher cutoff score will create a lower false positive rate but higher false negative rate. In
contrast to previous studies with high false positive rates that have used multiple files to develop
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a gobble template (Colbert 2013, Chamberlain et al. 2018), I used a more conservative approach
to limit false positives and used one file to create each template. Once I created a gobble
template, I listened to the full audio file used for the template, recorded the number of gobbles,
and adjusted each template’s cutoff score so approximately half of gobbles were identified by the
algorithm in the audio file.
I downloaded audio data via monitoR, which I used in conjunction with Clemson’s
Palmetto Cluster for storage and template analysis. For consistency, files that did not record for
the full sample duration for a day (3 hours) were deleted, and timestamps recorded in Eastern
Daylight Time throughout the study period. Post-template analysis, I deleted duplicate
detections occurring within 2 seconds (Fiske & Chandler 2011).
To optimize effort and reduce false positives, I verified a subset of template-identified
detections in ascending order of frequency per file. I assigned all detections identified by the
template analysis an initial value of 1 to indicate unverified detections and used monitoR to
listen and verify a subset of detections. Verified gobbles were given the value of 2 and
confirmed false positives 0. I listened to all detections within files containing 15 or fewer
detections. Once I reached files with greater than 15 detections, I sampled only the first 10
detections to save time as the majority of correctly identified gobbles occurred within the first
several detections. I classified false positives into various categories including aircraft, crow,
cow, dog, gun, owl, songbirds, train, weather, woodpeckers, and unknown noises. Following
guidelines in Chambert et al. (2015), in 2019 I initially verified 5% of detections. Due to model
uncertainty that resulted from the subsequent analysis, I increased the percent to 7% to increase
statistical power and reduce uncertainty. In 2020, due to time constraints and increased number
of detections, I verified 3% of detections which proved sufficient for parameter estimation.
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Site and observational covariates
I included elevation, distance to water, landcover proportion and road density as site
covariates. I recorded site elevation on a handheld Garmin GPS unit and used the National
Geographic World Map (ESRI 2020) to calculate distance (m) to the closest permanent body of
water using the distance measuring tool in AcrGis. I used three buffer sizes to measure road
density and landcover proportion around the ARU site. I created one size to represent the
average 766 ha home range of a male turkey in South Carolina (Moore 2006). The second, small
size represented a 20% decrease in the average home range (613 ha), and the third a 20%
increase (919 ha).
I collected road density as kilometer of road per 1 km raster cell using the USA Road
Density Map from the ArcGIS living atlas (ESRI 2019). Using the zonal statistics tool, I
calculated sites’ mean road density for each buffer class. Likewise, I calculated proportion of
landcover types using the 2016 National Landcover Database (Dewitz, 2019). I removed bare
rock/clay, open water, and high development intensity from subsequent analysis and included the
following landcovers: developed open space, low and medium-intensity development, deciduous
forest, evergreen forest, mixed forest, shrub/scrub, grassland/herbaceous, pasture/hay, woody
wetlands, and emergent herbaceous wetlands.
I retrieved weather data for 5 stations managed by the Federal Aviation Administration,
US Forest Service, North Carolina Climate Office, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (Synoptic Data). I downloaded all available data points from 01 March to 31
May 31 for each season and averaged daily values for wind (kph), pressure (mb), temperature
(C⁰), and relative humidity. I assigned weather values to sites according to station proximity and
elevation. Stations were within 28 kilometers of corresponding sites, with 26 meters being the
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greatest elevation difference between paired sites and stations. For missing data points, which
comprised < 1.3% of weather data, I averaged the previous daily value and next available
datapoint.
Statistical analysis
I used the occuFP function in the R package unmarked (Fiske & Chandler 2011) to
account for false positive bias in occupancy analysis (MacKenzie 2003) which has been
demonstrated to be prevalent in automated detection of turkey gobbling (Chamberlain et al.
2018, Wightman et al. 2019, Colbert 2013). My approach is unique in that I treated wav files as
surveys and templates as separate observers. This multi-state model incorporates a verified set
of detections to predict false positives and inform detection probability. In this multi-state
approach, detections occur in three states: 2 for certain or verified detections, 1 for uncertain, and
0 for certain or uncertain absence. When estimating detection probability, this hierarchical
model uses verified detections to estimate false positive probabilities. Providing such additional
information about the detection process enables the model to appropriately adjust occupancy
estimates (Miller et al. 2011, Rojas et al. 2019). Because gobblers are known to sometimes shift
space use throughout spring ( Palmer 1990, Godwin et al. 1992, Miller et al. 1999, Grisham
2007), thus violating the closure assumption, occupancy is more appropriately understood in my
study as probability of site use.
My overall workflow consisted of template analysis, creating the detection list, verifying
a subset of detections, and occupancy modeling (Fig. 2). Within the occupancy framework, I
first developed models that best predicted detection (Shonfield et al. 2018) and false positives. I
evaluated models for false positive detection using models with one or two of the following
covariates: distance to water, humidity, temperature, wind speed, pressure, and template choice.
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I repeated this process for detection models and added two 3-term models with covariates I
thought were most likely to affect detectability to model comparison. Using the top false
positive and detection probability model, I then compared site use models with road density and
landcover proportions at 3 buffer scales (small, average, large). Candidate models that did not
converge were removed from analysis. I compared quadratic and linear models of each topperforming model and kept the simpler one if competing models were within 2∆AICc. I
assessed candidate models with the Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample
sizes (Burnham and Anderson 2002) and considered models within 2 ∆AICc credible. I used the
85% confidence interval advised by Arnold (2010) to identify significant parameters in
information-theoretic approaches and considered covariates significant if CIs did not bound 0.
Results
Template analysis detected gobbles at 30 of the 37 (81%) sites in 2019 and 35 of 38 sites
(92%) in 2020. In 2019 and 2020, 14,424 and 30,269 duplicate detections were removed.
Compared to 2019, 2020 had an additional 542 surveys and 17,332 detections (Table 1). Due to
late deployment, human error, ARU malfunctions, and incomplete files, in 2019 and 2020,
respectively 601 and 173 out of the maximum 3496 unit recording days for each season were
excluded. In 2019, 1 SM2 failed to record, limiting analysis to 37 sites. In 2020, 1 SM4 stopped
recording data after becoming waterlogged mid-season, limiting analysis to 37 sites. While
some files had large number of detections, 85% of files in both 2019 and 2020 contained 50 or
fewer detections, and 75% and 78% of files had 0 detections, respectively. I verified 7% (n =
2410) of detections in 2019 and 3% (n = 1701) in 2020. False positive rates in 2019 and 2020
were 86% and 95%, respectively. Aircraft noises accounted for the majority of false positives,
followed by woodpeckers, songbirds, crows, cows, and gunshots (Fig. 3).
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For both years, the top-performing false positive model indicated false positive
probabilities increasing as distance to water increased (Fig. 4, 5; ΔAICc = 3.00 [2019] and ΔAICc
= 10.30 [2020]). The second-best model differed between years. Average wind speed correlated
with false positive rates in 2019 (Fig. 4; β = 0.54, 0.21– 0.87; 85% CI), whereas template type
correlated positively with false positives in 2020 (Fig. 5, β = 0.70, 0.54 – 0.86; 85% CI). In both
years, SM4 templates had higher false positive rates than SM2 templates (Fig. 4, 5). The top
models for detection probability for both years included terms for template, humidity, and date
(Fig. 6, 7). While humidity and using the “soft” template choice increased detectability (Fig. 6,
7), detection probability gradually declined over the study period (Fig. 6, β= -0.33, -0.43 – -0.22;
85% CI).
Covariates affecting site use probability slightly differed each year with some model
selection uncertainty. In 2019, 5 candidate models ranked within 2 ΔAICc of the top model and
cumulatively held 0.75 AICc weight (Table 2). The first and fourth-ranked models suggested a
positive correlation with site use probability and percentage of woody wetlands, but not at a
statistically significant level. The other top 3 models showed positive correlations with hay
percentage and site use at all 3 buffer sizes. In 2020, the same pasture models also positively
predicted site use at all 3 scales, with 2 of the 3 models occurring within 2 ΔAICc holding 0.70
weight (Table 3, Fig. 8, 9).
Discussion
I developed a new approach to analyzing data from ARUs and used occupancy models to
evaluate relationships of habitat and male turkey site use during the spring. In 2019 and 2020,
false positives increased with distance to water and were positively correlated with wind speed in
2019 and positively correlated with “soft” template choice in 2020. Detection probability in
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2019 and 2020 was negatively correlated with date but positively correlated with “soft”
templates and increasing humidity. Percentage of pasture positively correlated with probability
of site use both years. Though wild turkeys are highly adaptable, my results highlight the
importance of pasture openings in spring for male turkeys in upstate South Carolina.
Landscape openings are considered important foraging and breeding areas for species
using resource-defense polygamy (Emlen & Oring 1977), allowing males to showcase their
availability while remaining near forest cover (Wunz & Pack 1992, Porter 1992). My results
showed a positive correlation with site use by male turkeys and pastures in upstate South
Carolina, which is consistent with resource-defense polygamy (Emlen & Oring 1977). My
findings also align with previous studies showing that the availability of openings is positively
correlated with turkey abundance and density on the landscape (Gonnerman 2017, Dickson et al.
1978). Compared to previous research showing turkeys’ random use of pasture openings in
South Carolina (Moore 2006) my results suggest this habitat type may have a more significant
role in the Upstate. While pastures make up only approximately 7% of upstate landcover in the
four counties of my study area, they were the most important predictor for site use. My model
rankings suggest percentage of pasture may be marginally more correlated with site use at the
average home range scale (766 ha), but more thorough research would be needed to explore this
potential relationship.
Arguably, my sampling method, which partially consisted of choosing sites of known
turkey use, could have artificially inflated site use probabilities. However, my sampling design
does not appear to have biased estimates, as most audio files had no detections. Still, future
ARU studies could benefit from placing sites randomly to decrease the potential of sampling
bias. Future studies in Upstate South Carolina could also integrate fine-scale landcover
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characteristics such as pasture crop type, topographic ruggedness index, or silviculture data to
further investigate male turkey habitat use.
Like previous ARU gobbling studies, false positive detections were relatively high in my
study, though the covariates predicting probabilities of detection and false positives in my
occupancy models have important implications for template analysis. My conservative approach
to template cutoff scores resulted in a slightly lower false positive rate of 86% in 2019 compared
to previous studies’ rate of 92.8% and 99.9% (Colbert et al. 2015, Wightman et al. 2019).
However, in 2020 the false positive rate increased to 95%, most likely due to the higher
proportion of recordings from SM4 files resulting in more false positives. Templates for SM4
models consistently identified more detections compared to SM2s but also had more false
positive detections. Likewise, “soft” templates had higher detection rates and false positive
detections, demonstrating the potential for biased estimates when not accounted for in the
occupancy model. As predicted, date had a negative effect on detectability, which could be
attributed to soundwaves being absorbed by tree leaf-out and increasing biomass throughout
spring. Alternatively, temporal variation in detectability may be due to the violation of closure
in my study design, which stresses the importance of interpreting occupancy probability as site
use probability in my results.
Some of my results differed from a priori expectations. First, detectability was positively
correlated to humidity, though high humidity and rain generally decreases gobbling activity
(Bevill 1975, Kienzler et al. 1996, Palumbo et. al 2019). I also expected ambient weather sounds
that occur during periods of high humidity (e.g., thunder, raindrops) to negatively impact
detection. The positive correlation could be explained by the ability of humid air to facilitate
soundwave transmission. Water vapor increases the density of air and lowers friction, allowing
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sound waves to travel farther and increasing the probability of a sound being recorded. Second, I
predicted false positive rates to be higher closer to water sources due to increased white noise
from water flow. However, distance to water had an inverse relationship with false positive
probabilities, indicating sources (e.g. cows, guns, trains) or activity levels of false positives
increased with distance to water sources. A more detailed temporal and categorical analysis of
false positives including the largest source, aircraft activity, may help explain this unexpected
relationship.
My occupancy modeling approach illustrates how different templates can be incorporated
into analyses in the same manner as multiple observers to obtain ‘repeat visits’ for ARU data
while accounting for false positives and negatives. While my occupancy modeling approach
reduces the time required to verify algorithmic detections (weeks vs. months, Colbert 2013),
applying the multi-state design is technically challenging. Besides the significant computational
power required to process large amounts of audio data (e.g., use of the Palmetto Cluster),
transforming the output into a workable format for the verification process and subsequent
occupancy modeling can be time-consuming. However, this approach may still be preferable
when analyzing large amounts of ARU data with limited personnel. Tradeoffs between
analytical approaches of audio data are important considerations for researchers when
establishing a project’s goals alongside advantages and disadvantages of an ARU study.
Gobbling route surveys may be more logistically complicated and expensive than deploying
ARUs initially but may be preferable until technology can provide a more streamlined approach.
Improvements that would drastically help post hoc analysis of ARU data would be developing
easier methods to convert verified detections into encounter histories or using deep neural
networks to better identify gobbles or other songs (Zhang and Wang 2016, Ruff et al. 2021).
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Until then, however, my study shows how gobbling activity can be used in an occupancy model
to predict the probability of habitat use by male turkeys and offers an alternative study design to
ARU studies researching habitat use and breeding phenology of various species.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1. Summary of ARU gobbling surveys for wild turkeys and detections for 2019 and 2020
in Upstate South Carolina.
Num. surveys Num. detections Num. files with >1 detection Num. files 0 dets

2019 2774

34,428

684

2,090 (75%)

2020 3316

51,760

723

2,593 (78%)

Table 2. AICc comparison of 2019 occupancy (ψ) models with detection (p) and false positive
(FP) probabilities for turkey site use in Upstate South Carolina with number of parameters (K),
cumulative model weight (w), and relative difference in AICc with large buffer size (lg), average
home range buffer (avg), small buffer (sm), template choice (templ), humidity (hum), elevation
(elev), small buffer road density (rd.den.sm), average buffer road density (rd.den.avg), ), large
buffer road density (rd.den.lg), deciduous forest (DECF), developed open space (DOS), developed
high intensity (DHI), developed medium intensity (DMI), developed low intensity(DLI), emergent
herbaceous wetland (EHWT), evergreen forest (EVRF), grasslands/herbaceous (GRSS),mixed
forest (MXDF), scrubland (SCRB), pasture/hay (PAST), woody wetland (WDWT).
Model
K
AICc
ΔAICc AICw w
p(templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (WDWT lg)

10

2575.63

0.00

0.20

0.20

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd +wind)
ψ (PAST avg)

10

2575.85

0.23

0.17

0.37

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (PAST lg)

10

2576.03

0.40

0.16

0.53

p(templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (WDWT sm)

10

2576.49

0.87

0.13

0.66

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (PAST sm)

10

2577.02

1.39

0.09

0.75

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (elev)

10

2578.46

2.84

0.05

0.80

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (EHWT avg)

10

2580.31

4.68

0.02

0.82

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (EHWT lg)

10

2580.45

4.83

0.02

0.84

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)

10

2580.80

5.18

0.01

0.85
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K

AICc

ΔAICc

AICw

w

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (rd.den.avg)

10

2580.98

5.36

0.01

0.87

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (rd.den.lg)

10

2581.48

5.86

0.01

0.88

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (MXDF avg)

10

2581.72

6.10

<0.01

0.88

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (MXDF sm)

10

2581.76

6.13

<0.01

0.89

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (MXDF lg)

10

2581.87

6.25

<0.01

0.90

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ GRSS sm)

10

2582.05

6.42

<0.01

0.91

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (GRSS avg)

10

2582.08

6.46

<0.01

0.92

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (SCRB lg)

10

2582.47

6.85

<0.01

0.92

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
Ψ(EVRF sm)

10

2582.50

6.87

<0.01

0.93

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (EVRF avg)

10

2582.58

6.95

<0.01

0.94

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (waterd)

10

2582.73

7.11

<0.01

0.94

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DLI avg)

10

2582.76

7.13

<0.01

0.95

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (SCRB avg)

10

2582.77

7.15

<0.01

0.95

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DLI sm)

10

2582.78

7.15

<0.01

0.96

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DECF avg)

10

2582.81

7.19

<0.01

0.96

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DOS sm)

10

2582.83

7.21

<0.01

0.97

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)

10

2582.84

7.22

<0.01

0.98

Model
ψ (EHWT sm)
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K

AICc

ΔAICc

AICw

w

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (SCRB sm)

10

2582.85

7.22

<0.01

0.98

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DOS avg)

10

2582.85

7.23

<0.01

0.99

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DECF sm)

10

2582.87

7.25

<0.01

0.99

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DECF lg)

10

2582.91

7.28

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (WDWT avg)

10

2585.08

9.46

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DMI avg)

10

2587.08

11.46

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
Ψ(DMI sm)

10

2587.37

11.74

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DLI lg)

10

2587.49

11.87

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (DMI lg)

10

2587.51

11.89

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (rd.den.sm)

10

2589.72

14.09

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (EVRF lg)

10

2589.95

160.33

<0.01

1.00

p (templ+date+hum) FP(waterd+wind)
ψ (.)

8

2803.48

227.85

<0.01

1.00

Model
ψ (DOS lg)

Table 3. AICc comparison of 2020 occupancy (ψ) models with detetction (p) and false positive
(FP) probabilities for turkey site use in Upstate South Carolina with number of parameters (K),
cumulative model weight (w), and relative difference in AICc with large buffer size (lg), average
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home range buffer (avg), small buffer (sm), template choice (templ), humidity (hum), elevation
(elev), distance to water (waterd), small buffer road density (rd.den.sm), average buffer road
density (rd.den.avg), large buffer road density (rd.den.lg deciduous forest (DECF), developed
open space (DOS), developed high intensity (DHI), developed medium intensity (DMI),
developed low intensity(DLI), emergent herbaceous wetland (EHWT), evergreen forest
(EVRF), grasslands/herbaceous (GRSS),mixed forest (MXDF), scrubland (SCRB), pasture/hay
(PAST), woody wetland (WDWT).
Model
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (PAST avg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (PAST lg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (PAST sm)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (EHWT avg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (EHWT sm)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (EHWT lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ DECF lg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ ψ (rd.den.lg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP (waterdist + templ) ψ (DECF avg)
p (templ + date + hum)
FP(waterdist + templ) ψ (rd.den.avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +d
atetemplate) ψ (rd.den.sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DOS avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DECF sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (.)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DOS sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DOS lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (elev)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (MXDF lg)

K
10

AICc
ΔAICc
2901.15 0.00

10

2901.61

10

2903.22

AICw
0.39

w
0.39

0.46

0.31

0.70

2.07

0.14

0.83

10

2904.12 2.97

0.08

0.92

10

2905.78 4.63

0.04

0.96

10

2907.99 6.84

0.01

0.97

10

2911.45 10.30

0.01

0.97

10

2911.61 10.46

0.01

0.98

10

2911.75 10.60

0.01

0.98

10

2911.81 10.67

0.01

0.98

10

2912.08 10.93

0.01

0.98

10

2912.09 10.94

< 0.01

0.98

10

2912.28 11.13

< 0.01

0.99

9

2912.37 11.22

< 0.01

0.99

10

2912.42 11.27

< 0.01

0.99

10

2912.55 11.41

< 0.01

0.99

10

2913.11 11.97

< 0.01

0.99

10

2913.68 12.53

< 0.01

0.99
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Model
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DMI sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ ψ (MXDF avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DMI avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (MXDF sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DMI lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ ) ψ (SCRB sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (GRSS sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (EVRF sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (SCRB avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (EVRF avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (SCRB lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (GRSS avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (EVRF lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (GRSS lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DLI lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DLI avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (DLI sm)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (WDWT avg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (WDWT lg)
p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterdist +
templ) ψ (WDWT sm)

K
10

AICc
ΔAICc
2913.70 12.55

AICw
< 0.01

w
0.99

10

2913.72 12.57

< 0.01

0.99

10

2913.78 12.64

< 0.01

0.99

10

2913.89 12.74

< 0.01

0.99

10

2913.98 12.83

< 0.01

0.99

10

2914.00 12.85

< 0.01

0.99

10

2914.09 12.94

< 0.01

0.99

10

2914.09 12.94

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.11 12.96

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.21 13.07

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.24 13.09

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.25 13.10

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.25 13.10

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.29 13.14

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.30 13.15

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.31 13.16

< 0.01

1.00

10

2914.36 13.21

< 0.01

1.00

10

2925.61 24.46

< 0.01

1.00

10

2925.91 24.76

< 0.01

1.00

10

2928.99 27.84

< 0.01

1.00
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Figure 1. Locations of ARUs (black dots) for gobbling surveys for wild turkeys in Upstate South
Carolina in 2019 and 2020. SC Route 11, shown in teal, divided the study area into North-South
sections.
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Figure 2. Workflow of template analysis and model selection.
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Figure 3. A categorized portion of verified 2019 sounds using gobbling surveys and songrecognition software to detect wild turkeys in Upstate South Carolina.
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Figure 4. Probability of 2019 false positives (FP) was positively correlated with windspeed
FP(waterd +wind) in detecting wild turkeys in Upstate South Carolina.
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Figure 5. Probabilities of false positives (FP) in 2020 was mostly affected by template (templ)
and had an inverse relationship to water distance FP(waterd +templ) detecting wild turkeys in
Upstate South Carolina.
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Figure 6. Detection probability (p) in 2019 of wild turkeys in Upstate South Carolina decreased t
hrough time and was affected by template choice and humidity p(templ+date+hum).
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Figure 7. Probability of wild turkey site use (ψ) in 2019 increased with percentage of openings
on the landscape in Upstate South Carolina.
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Figure 8. Probability of detection (p) of wild turkeys in 2020 was positively correlated with
humidity and differed by template in Upstate South Carolina p(templ+date+hum).
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Figure 9. Wild turkey site use probability (ψ) in 2020 was positively correlated with percentage
of openings on the landscape in Upstate South Carolina.
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CHAPTER TWO
VARIATION IN GOBBLING AND PASTURE USE
OF WILD TURKEYS IN UPSTATE SOUTH CAROLINA
Introduction
Wild turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) were successfully reintroduced across the continental
United States after near extinction and are the only gamebird hunted primarily during the
reproductive season (Chamberlain et al. 2018). Turkeys are a highly valued game species
culturally and economically; the national financial value of turkey hunting was an estimated 4.4
billion dollars in 2003 with 35 million generated annually in South Carolina (Southwich
Associates 2003). Approximately 43,000 and 49,000 hunters took part in the 2019 and 2020
seasons, respectively, in South Carolina (SCDNR 2019, 2020). Given the economical and social
importance of hunting, and as gobbling activity is a primary indicator of hunt satisfaction
(Hoffman 1990, Kurzejeski and Vangilder 1992, Kienzler et al. 1996, Little et al. 2000, Downs
2019) management agencies strive to include gobbling peaks in harvest seasons (Bevill 1975,
Robinson et al. 2017).
Typically, two main gobbling peaks occur during spring, the first of which is initiated by
males when establishing dominance hierarchies after winter flock breakup (Bailey and Rinnell
1967, Bevill 1975, Porter and Ludwig 1980). The second peak is associated with peak
incubation period for hens (Bevil 1973, Hoffman 1990, Norman et al. 2001). Timing the harvest
season around the second perceived peak has historically served two presumed purposes:
minimizing incidental take of hens and maximizing hunter satisfaction, the latter of which
increases with increased gobbling activity (Bevill 1975, Porter and Ludwig 1980, Hoffman 1990,
Lehman et al. 2007). However, some gobbling studies have reported that peak gobbling activity
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may not coincide with peak nesting periods (Kienzler et al. 1996, Miller et al. 1997, Miller et al.
2000, Colbert 2013) or that no definable peaks occurred during the study (Wightman et al. 2019)
indicating uncertainty in the cause and timing of gobbling peaks.
Alongside hunter satisfaction, management agencies must consider how the timing of
harvest affects turkey populations, since timing of hunting seasons may have a greater effect than
harvest rates on populations of wild turkeys (Exum et al. 1987, Vangilder 1992, Moore 2006)
and other Galliforms (Smith and Willebrand 1999, Sandercock et al. 2011, Blomberg 2015). The
removal of vocal and presumably dominant males (Nuemann et al. 2010) before periods of
maximum breeding activity can therefore negatively affect population productivity (Exum et al.
1987, Vangilder 1992, Wakefield et al. 2019), highlighting the importance of harvest timing
relative to peak gobbling. Harvest suppresses gobbling activity through removal of vocal
individuals and decreases signaling of remaining males (Wakefield et al. 2019). Populations of
wild turkeys in upstate South Carolina may have different gobbling chronology than other
Southeast populations due to different environmental conditions (Margolf et al. 1947, Schleidt
1968, Vangilder and Kurjezeski 1995, Colbert 2013, Gonnerman 2017, Palumbo et al. 2019),
suggesting that ideal harvest timing relative to peak gobbling may differ from other Southeast
locations. My study will enable local population management by providing gobbling chronology
data for this area.
Mechanisms driving gobbling activity are complex and nuanced and can be difficult to
predict (Miller et al. 1997, Chamberlain et al. 2018). Female reproductive behavior is the
primarily driver of gobbling (Scott and Boeker 1972, Wakefield et al. 2019), but hunting
pressure can be a stronger driver in harvested populations (Kienzler et al. 1996, Lehman et al.
2005). Gobbling can expose males to increased predation risk, which can negatively affect
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gobbling activity (Norman et al. 2001, Lehman et al. 2005, Wakefield et al. 2019, Wightman et
al. 2019). While some environmental factors appear to influence gobbling (Bevill 1973, Porter
and Ludwig 1980, Vangilder et al. 1987, Healy 1992, Kienzler et al. 1996, Palumbo et al. 2019)
the strength of those relationships remains unclear and poorly understood (Scott and Boeker
1972, Colbert 2013). Predictions of gobbling activity may be confounded by complex
interactions of abiotic and biotic factors (Scott and Boeker 1972, Chamberlain et al. 2018),
including individual fluctuating testosterone levels (Bacon et al. 1991) and individual propensity
to gobble (Bevill 1975, Hoffman 1990, Palmer et al. 1990).
In my study, I investigate the possible correlation between gobbling activity and pasture
use, as male turkeys use landscape openings, such as pastures and newly logged or burned areas,
to compete for hierarchy dominance and mating opportunities (Hyde and Newson 1973, Porter
1992, Wunz and Pack 1992). In some areas, use of pastures and openings increases with the
progression of spring (Everette et al. 1985), and landscape openings comprise core areas of male
home ranges (Grisham 2007). Though openings are common mating sites (Healy 1992), male
turkeys must contend with the increased exposure to predation risk (Bailey and Rinnell 1967,
Emlen and Oring 1977) which could cause males to shift the size of core use areas (Wilson et al.
2005, Colbert 2011, Gross et al. 2015).
Better understanding the relationship of habitat use patterns, gobbling peaks, harvest
dates, and population response is critical for managing turkey populations. My two objectives
for this study were to assess 1) weekly gobbling activity and 2) temporal patterns in male pasture
use in Upstate South Carolina. To assess gobbling chronology relative to hunting and breeding
seasons, I used autonomous recording units (ARUs) to survey sites and identify temporal peaks
of gobbling. I expected a range of variation in detection probability throughout the 2019 and
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2020 seasons and predicted gobbling activity in my study area within the upstate would
experience at least two relative peaks in late March and mid-May similar to the Coastal Plain of
South Carolina (Wightman et al. 2019). I expected a relatively similar pattern of pasture use
between years and predicted pasture use in the Upstate would be highest pre-breeding and lowest
during the first few weeks of hunting season due to increased risk of mortality in open spaces.
Methods
Study area and site selection
The study area was located north/west of I-85 and encompassed Anderson, Oconee,
Pickens, and Greenville counties, which are defined by the Blue Ridge and Piedmont
physiographic regions which includes federal, county, and private lands (Fig. 1). Most of the
study area was located in the Piedmont region and ranged from 61 to 365m in elevation (Miller
and Robinson 1994). The northern and western extremities of the study area were in the Blue
Ridge region and the highest point in elevation was 1085m.
To collect turkey gobbling and occupancy data, I placed ARUs in a variety of habitats.
Eight of my sites were placed in the CEF with points generated randomly by the R package
spsurvey (Kincaid et al. 2019). The other 30 sites were placed in areas of known turkey use that
were identified by our project cooperators including SCDNR (Charles Ruth, personal
communication, February 2019) and US Forest Service personnel (Chris Halcomb, personal
communication, February 2019). I placed approximately two-thirds of ARUs in the northern
region of the study area to capture elevational variability and placed ARUs in trees at a height of
3-4m and, when possible, on tops of knolls to optimize sound collection (Lehman et al. 2007).
I used a combination of the SM2+ and SM4 ARU models of the SongMeter Digital Field
Recorder (Wildlife Acoustics, Inc., Concord, MA). Autonomous recording units recorded 92
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consecutive days starting from 01 March 1 and ending 31 May for each season. The SM2
model recorded at a rate of 16000 Hz and SM4 at 48000Hz. ARUs recorded three hours each day
to capture the majority of daily gobbling, starting 0.5 hours before and ending 2.5 hours after
sunrise (Colbert 2013, Wightman et al. 2019). I visited all ARUS mid-season to replace batteries
and SD cards. Due to logistical and personnel constraints in 2019, 20 units began field recording
during the first week of March, with all 38 deployed by 29 March. In 2020, 36 units began
collecting data on 01 March.
Acoustic analysis and detection verification
I created a paired set of templates to identify “loud” and “soft” gobbles for SM2 and SM4
recordings. I used a total of four model-specific templates to scan ARU recordings for gobbles as
the discrepancy in recording rates made templates created from one model’s recording
incompatible with the other. Template creation consisted of three steps that were repeated for
SM2 and SM4 audio files (3-hour surveys). First, I randomly chose files and listened to find
both a clear, relatively loud (~75 dB) gobble and a soft gobble (~45 dB). I then isolated the
gobble and plotted the clip on a spectrograph, which is a visual representation of audio signals
transforming through time. I used monitoR’s rectangle-selection tool to outline the gobble’s
spectrographic signature to create a template. The acoustic template is used by monitoR to scan
the file’s spectrograph and calculate correlation scores between the template and spectrographic
signatures. A detection occurs when the correlation score matches a pre-set cutoff score.
Whereas a low cutoff score will theoretically result in a relatively high false positive rate, a
higher cutoff score will create a lower false positive rate but higher false negative rate. In
contrast to previous studies with high false positive rates that have used multiple files to develop
a gobble template (Colbert 2013, Chamberlain et al. 2018), I used a more conservative approach
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to limit false positives used one file to create each template. Once I created a gobble template, I
listened to the full audio file used for the template, recorded the number of gobbles, and adjusted
each template’s cutoff score so approximately half of gobbles were identified by the algorithm in
the audio file.
I downloaded audio data via monitoR, which I used in conjunction with Clemson’s
Palmetto Cluster for storage and template analysis. For consistency, files that did not record for
the full sample duration (3 hours) were deleted, and timestamps recorded in Eastern Daylight
Time throughout the study period. Post-template analysis, I deleted duplicate detections
occurring within 2 seconds (Fiske & Chandler 2011).
To optimize effort and reduce false positives, I verified a subset of template-identified
detections in ascending order of frequency per file. I assigned all detections identified by the
template analysis an initial value of 1 to indicate unverified detections and used monitoR to
listen and verify a subset of detections. Verified gobbles were given the value of 2 and
confirmed false positives 0. I listened to all detections within files containing 15 or fewer
detections. Once I reached files with greater than 15 detections, I sampled only the first 10
detections to save time as the majority of gobbles were occurred within the first several
detections. I classified false positives into various categories including aircraft, crow, cow, dog,
gun, owl, songbirds, train, weather, woodpeckers, and unknown noises. Following guidelines in
Chambert et al. (2015), in 2019 I initially verified 5% of detections. Due to model uncertainty
that resulted from the subsequent analysis, I increased the percent to 7% to increase statistical
power and reduce uncertainty. In 2020, due to time constraints and increased number of
detections, I verified 3% of detections which proved sufficient for parameter estimation.
Site and observational covariates
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I used proportion of pasture and weather covariates to analyze weekly site use and
detectability. For pasture, I created a buffer around each site representing the average 766 ha
home range of a male turkey in South Carolina (Moore 2006) and calculated buffer percentage of
pasture using the 2016 National Landcover Database (Dewitz, 2019). I collected weather data
from 5 stations managed by the Federal Aviation Administration, US Forest Service, North
Carolina Climate Office, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Synoptic
Data). I downloaded all available data points from 01 March to 31 May for each season and
averaged daily values for wind (kph), pressure (mb), temperature (C⁰), and relative humidity. I
assigned weather values to sites according to station proximity and elevation. Stations were
within 28 kilometers of corresponding sites, with 26 meters being the greatest elevation
difference between paired sites and stations. For the missing data points that comprised < 1.3%,
I averaged the previous daily value and next available datapoint.
Statistical analysis
I used the occuFP function in the R package unmarked (Fiske and Chandler 2011) to
account for false positive bias in occupancy analysis (MacKenzie 2003) which has been
demonstrated to be prevalent in automated detection of turkey gobbling (Chamberlain et al.
2018, Wightman et al. 2019, Colbert 2013). My approach is unique in that I treated wav files as
surveys and templates as separate observers. This multi-state model incorporates a verified set of
detections to predict false positives and inform detection probability. In this multi-state
approach, detections occur in three states: 2 for certain or verified detections, 1 for uncertain, and
0 for certain or uncertain absence. When estimating detection probability, this hierarchical
model uses verified detections to estimate false positive probabilities. Providing such additional
information about the detection process enables the model to appropriately adjust occupancy
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estimates (Miller et al. 2011, Rojas et al. 2019). Because gobblers are known to sometimes shift
space use throughout spring ( Palmer 1990, Godwin et al. 1992, Miller et al. 1999, Grisham
2007), thus violating the closure assumption, occupancy is more appropriately understood in my
study as probability of site use.
My overall workflow consisted of template analysis, creating the detection list, verifying
a subset of detections, and occupancy modeling (Fig. 2). Within the occupancy framework, I
first developed models that best predicted false positives and detection. I evaluated single and
double term false positive models that included covariates for distance to water, humidity,
temperature, wind speed, pressure, and template choice. I repeated this process for detection
models and added two 3-term models with covariates I thought were most likely to affect
detectability to model comparison. I compared site use models with road density and landcover
proportions at 3 buffer scales (small, average, large). Candidate models that did not converge
were removed from analysis. I compared quadratic and linear models of each top-performing
model and kept the simpler one if competing models were within 2∆AICc. I assessed candidate
models with the Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (Burnham and
Anderson 2002) and considered models within 2 ∆AICc credible. I used the 85% confidence
interval advised by Arnold (2010) to identify significant parameters in information-theoretic
approaches and considered covariates significant if CIs did not bound 0.
Unlike in Chapter 1 where I evaluated occupancy models across the entire field season,
here I divided each field season into 13 full weeks to analyze temporal changes in detectability
and site use. I used the top-performing single season occupancy model from previous work to
evaluate weekly site use in 2019 and 2020 (see Ch. 1, Results). The 2019 and 2020 models used
percentage of pasture to predict site use, template choice, date, and humidity as detection
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covariates, distance to water, wind speed, and template choice for false positives. The 2019
weekly analysis began 3 March and ended 31 May and 2020 began on 1 March and ended 30
May. Turkey hunting season dates in 2019 were 20 March - 5 May. In 2020, the hunting season
opened regionwide on 1 April and ended 10 May on private lands and 30 April on Wildlife
Management Areas. For graphing purposes, I split the 10-day difference and considered 5 May
as the ending 2020 harvest date. Although public land hunting opened 12 days after private
lands in 2019, I kept 20 March as the starting date since hunting pressure is highest during the
first two weeks of the hunting season (SCNDR 2018, 2019). I used dates 15 March - 7 April for
the peak breeding period and 1 April – 15 April for peak incubation (Bevill 1975, SCDNR
2020b).
Results
The best-performing occupancy models for each year included probability of site use increasing
with percentage of pasture, false positives increasing as distance to water increased and detection
probabilities being negatively correlated with date and positively with “soft” template choice and
humidity (see Ch. 1, Results). In 2019, false positive rates were also correlated with wind speed
and in 2020 with template choice. In 2019, detectability gradually increased from week one to
week four, before dropping then rising again in week eight (Fig. 3). Detectability remained
relatively low week 9 to 11 before peaking in week 12 and 13. Detectability in 2020 was also
low in week 1, with relative peaks in week 2, 4, and 12.
For weekly occupancy analysis, the intercept-only model was used in 2019 in week 8 and
week 7 in 2020 as the pasture model did not converge. Occupancy probabilities were highest in
2019 at sites during the mid-March overlap between peak breeding and hunting season, midApril at the later end of peak incubation, and early May post-harvest (Fig. 4). The lowest
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occupancy probabilities in 2019 occurred after peak incubation and hunting season. Two of the
5 highest weekly occupancy probabilities in 2020 occurred post-harvest, while the earlier 3
occurred pre-breeding, peak breeding, and in the initial overlap of peak breeding, incubation, and
hunting (Fig. 4). I analyzed the effect of pasture on site use for 12 weeks in 2019 and 2020, due
to one weekly pasture model not converging in each year. The effect of pasture on weekly site
use was not consistent between years and indicated no statistical effect for some weeks (Fig. 5).
In 2019, pasture had more of a negative effect (3 out of 12 weeks) on site use than in 2020 (1 out
of 12 weeks; Fig. 5). Alternatively, pasture had a positive effect on site use in 4 out of 12 weeks
in 2020 and a neutral or non-significant effect in 7 weeks out of 12.
Discussion
I used the top-performing site use model from Chapter 1 to evaluate weekly pasture use
and gobbling activity of male turkeys in Upstate South Carolina relative to breeding and harvest
seasons. Pasture use did not exhibit any discernible patterns between years or with gobbling
activity, though it did vary throughout the breeding season. Excluding mid-May, gobbling
activity, or detection probability, declined within each year and was positively correlated with
humidity and “soft” template choice. While highly variable, gobbling generally decreased in
early-April, corresponding with the onset of hunting on public lands and the overlap of peak
breeding and incubation. A defined gobbling peak occurred mid-May 2020 whereas three
relatively smaller peaks occurred intermittently in 2019. Both years had relative gobbling peaks
in late March and mid-May corresponding to peak breeding and post-hunting periods. Compared
to 2019, site use in 2020 was higher following hunting season.
My findings demonstrate that the 2019 and 2020 Upstate hunting seasons encompassed
some but not all seasonal gobbling peaks. Indeed, the highest peaks occurred outside the hunting
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season similar to other studies (Wightman et al. 2019). While the distinct peak in 2020 suggests
unimodality, this pattern was not mirrored in 2019, adding to the variability demonstrated in
gobbling studies (Kienzler et al. 1996, Miller et al. 1997, Colbert 2013, Chamberlain et al. 2018).
My results, however, support recent turkey research on the coastal plain of South Carolina which
found a late-March gobbling peak and lacked distinct unimodality or bimodality in both daily
and weekly aggregates (Wightman et al. 2019). My results demonstrate the challenge managers
face when structuring harvest seasons based on highly variable results from gobbling chronology
studies. A common assumption is that males gobble less when females are present and more in
their absence to attract attention (Hoffman 1990). Thus, we would expect the highest gobbling
activity to occur during the period of peak nest incubation when females are absent (Bailey and
Rinell 1967, Bevill 1975, Porter and Ludwig 1980, Hoffman 1990, Healy 1992). However, the
highest gobbling peaks in my study occurred well past the hunting and incubation period and
other notable peaks did not consistently coincide with peak nest incubation. The variability of
pasture use also demonstrates that turkeys are adaptable in their habitat choice which can
subsequently make comparisons among fine-scale habitat studies a challenge (Collier and
Chamberlain 2010).
Hunting has been shown to have a negative (Norman et al. 2001, Lehman et al. 2005,
Wakefield et al. 2019, Wightman et al. 2019), positive (Miller et al. 1997b), and neutral (Palmer
et al. 1990) effects on gobbling activity. In both 2019 and 2020, gobbling activity decreased
from late March to early April, suggesting there may be other factors besides hunting
contributing to declines in gobbling activity during that time period. In 2019, the first 12 days of
the hunting season were restricted to private land, whereas in 2020 the harvest season for private
and public lands began 1 April. In 2019, gobbling activity increased throughout the opening of
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the season until early April, suggesting that hunting activity on private lands did not suppress
regional gobbling activity despite a disproportional percentage of males harvested during this
period (SCDNR 2019). It would be reasonable to hypothesize that gobbling intensity may have
been higher on non-hunted public land during this timeframe, but my analysis of landownership
as a detection covariate failed to identify significant effects (results not shown). In 2020, eight
out of 13 weeks, including peak incubation, had equal or higher gobbling activity than 2019,
possibly due to more male turkeys on the landscape (Wakefield et al. 2019) because of decreased
harvestin 2020 (SCDNR 2020a).
Overall, my approach provides a new method to quantify gobbling activity throughout
the breeding season while accounting for imperfect detection probability and false positives.
Understanding of gobbling chronology continues to evolve and challenge conventional
assumptions of the relationship between breeding phenology and gobbling activity and its
relation to harvest regulations. If the goal of management is to maximize hunter satisfaction in
the Upstate, managers could consider an alternative harvest structure to include the late March
period of relatively high gobble activity in the Upstate and Coastal Plain (Wightman et al. 2019).
However, any change in harvest structure must be thoroughly considered in terms of populationlevel consequences. Reverting to an earlier hunting season would conflict with goals of timing
the hunt season with peak female incubation which is supposed to limit unintentional hen
mortality (SCDNR 2018). Maintaining a later harvest season framework and lower bag limits
may be more favorable to female survival and recruitment (SCDNR 2018), and thus persistence
of the population.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Figure 1. SC Route 11 divided the study area into North-South sections.
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Figure 2. Workflow of template analysis and model selection.
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Figure 3. Estimated weekly detectability (p) interpreted as gobbling activity of Upstate South
Carolina wild turkeys in 2019 (black) and 2020 (pink). Whiskers on points indicate 85% CIs.

55

Figure 4. Estimated weekly site use (ψ) of Upstate South Carolina wild turkeys in 2019 (black)
and 2020 (pink). Whiskers on points indicate 85% CIs.

56

Figure 5. Estimated effect size of % pasture cover in weekly turkey occupancy (ψ) models of
Upstate South Carolina sites in 2019 (black) and 2020 (pink). Whiskers on points indicate 85%
CIs. An intercept-only model was used for weeks 8 in 2019 and 7 in 2020, so no values are
shown for those weeks.
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Table A-1: Summary of site and observational covariates with minimum (min), maximum (max),
mean and stand deviation (SD)values including bare rock/sand/clay (BRSC), deciduous forest
(DECF), developed open space (DOS), developed high intensity (DHI), developed medium
intensity (DMI), developed low intensity (DLI), emergent herbaceous wetland (EHWT),
evergreen forest (EVRF), grasslands/herbaceous (GRSS), mixed forest (MXDF), open water
(WATR),shrub/scrub (SCRB), pasture/hay (PAST), woody wetland (WDWT).

Elevation (m)
Distance to water (m)
Temperature (°C)
Humidity (%)
Pressure (mb)
Average wind (kph)
Small buffer
Road density
Small buffer WATR
Small buffer DOS
Small buffer DLI
Small buffer DMI
Small buffer DHI
Small buffer BRSC
Small buffer DECF
Small buffer EVRF
Small buffer MXDF
Small buffer SCRB
Small buffer GRSS
Small buffer PAST
Small buffer WDWT
Small buffer EHW
Average buffer
Road density
Average buffer WATR
Average buffer DOS
Average buffer DLI
Average buffer DMI
Average buffer DHI
Average buffer BRSC
Average buffer DECF
Average buffer EVRF
Average buffer MXDF

Min

Max

Mean

134
7
-3.34
28.08
880.68
1

953
2208
28.29
100
995.19
31.93

424.35
403
16.22
65.83
978.65
7.13

189
410
6.05
18.66
20.61
4.98

0.0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.40
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

11.88
39.97
18.22
18.22
9.63
2.30
0.87
75.11
36.29
55.37
6.64
7.47
43.92
12.67
3.98

2.38
3.12
5.14
1.03
0.42
0.12
0.14
39.87
12.57
26.35
0.90
1.98
7.27
0.96
0.17

2.32
7.25
4.19
2.08
1.47
0.48
0.26
18.73
8.0
15.0
1.21
2.13
11.53
2.79
0.70

0.0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.10
0.00
7.27

12.11
32.71
17.56
10.05
7.31
2.19
0.67
74.17
37.01
55.09

2.44
2.80
5.46
1.15
0.42
0.12
0.11
38.60
12.92
26.58

2.62
6.70
4.09
2.12
1.37
0.45
0.22
18.07
8.13
15.01
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SD

Average buffer SCRB
Average buffer GRSS
Average buffer PAST
Average buffer WDWT
Average buffer EHW
Large buffer
Road density
Large buffer WATR
Large buffer DOS
Large buffer DLI
Large buffer DMI
Large buffer DHI
Large buffer BRSC
Large buffer DECF
Large buffer EVRF
Large buffer MXDF
Large buffer SCRB
Large buffer GRSS
Large buffer PAST
Large buffer WDWT
Large buffer EHW

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5.75
8.20
44.92
12.41
3.57

0.85
2.01
7.94
0.97
0.16

1.05
2.17
11.59
2.65
0.63

0.0
0.00
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.19
0.02
7.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.47
29.80
16.58
10.30
6.80
1.99
0.89
74.12
36.36
54.62
5.03
8.10
44.65
11.56
3.02

2.38
2.89
5.51
1.18
0.42
0.12
0.12
3805
12.95
26.78
0.81
1.99
8.10
0.93
0.15

2.19
6.51
3.98
2.18
1.30
0.42
0.22
17.61
8.0
15.08
0.94
2.16
11.55
2.50
0.54

Table A-2: AICc comparison of 2019 false positive (FP) models with null detection (p) and
occupancy (ψ) models for turkey site use with number of parameters (K), model weight (w), and
relative difference in AICc with humidity (hum), template choice (templ), distance to water
(waterdist), distance to nearest airport (airport dist).
Model
p (.) FP(waterdist+wind) ψ (.)

K
6

AICc
ΔAICc
2700.39 0.00

AICw
0.82

w
0.82

p (.) FP(date+waterd) ψ (.)

7

2703.39

0.18

1.00

p (.) FP(hum) ψ (.)

5

2715.10 14.71

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ+model+templ*model)
ψ (.)

7

2732.64 32.25

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ+hum) ψ (.)

6

2738.18 37.79

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(date+wind+date*wind) ψ (.)

7

2738.67 38.28

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(date+wind) ψ (.)

6

2740.86 40.47

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(wind) ψ (.)

5

2742.90 42.51

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(date) ψ (.)

5

2743.79 43.40

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(date+model) ψ (.)

6

2744.69 44.30

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ+wind) ψ (.)

6

2744.71 44.32

<0.01

1.00
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3.00

p (.) FP(model+wind) ψ (.)

6

2744.90 44.51

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(date+templ) ψ (.)

6

2745.20 44.81

<0.01

1.00

p(.) FP(templ+wind+tmpl*wind) ψ (.)

7

2746.48 46.08

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(.) ψ (.)

4

2750.23 49.84

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(airport dist) ψ (.)

5

2751.34 50.95

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ) ψ (.)

5

2752.19 51.80

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(model) ψ (.)

5

2752.20 51.80

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ+model) ψ (.)

6

2753.77 53.38

<0.01

1.00

p (.) FP(templ+waterd) ψ (.)

6

2754.64 54.25

<0.01

1.00

Table A-3: AICc comparison of 2019 detection (p) models for turkey site use with number of
parameters (K), model weight (w), and relative difference in AICc with template (templ),
humidity (hum), distance to water (waterdist), wind, date, and model.
Model
p (templ+date+hum)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (templ+wind+date)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (templ)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (model+wind)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (wind+date)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (model)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (date)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (waterdist + hum)FP(date+waterd) ψ (.)
p (hum+date)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (hum)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (waterd+date)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (waterd+model)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (wind)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (hum+wind)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)
p (waterd)FP(waterd+wind) ψ (.)

K
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
6
9
7
7

AICc
2580.85
2594.42
2625.93
2630.33
2633.65
2658.06
2660.32
2660.32
2676.43
2677.43
2680.18
2686.57
2700.39
2747.56
2779.60
2795.56

ΔAICc
0.00
13.57
45.08
49.48
52.79
68.60
77.03
80.08
97.32
98.45
114.04
118.29
119.54
166.71
198.75
214.71

AICw
1.00
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

w
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table A-4. Eighty-five percent confidence intervals for 2019 top false positive (FP) (A) and
detection models (p) (B) with null occupancy (ψ) models, template choice (templ), average wind
speed (wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd).

60

A) p (. ) FP(waterd + wind) ψ (.)
p (int)
FP (int)
FP(waterd)
FP(wind)
ψ (int)

0.075
-2.51
-5.16
0.65
0.21
-0.10

0.925
-2.33
-4.37
0.88
0.88
0.86

B) p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + wind) ψ (.)

p (int)
p (templ)
p (date)
p (hum)
FP(int)
FP(waterd)
FP(wind)
ψ (int)

0.075
-3.85
0.49
-0.60
0.15
-4.98
0.62
0.42
-0.19

0.925
-3.38
0.70
-0.40
0.35
-4.24
0.83
1.04
0.78

Table A-5. Coefficients for 2019 top false positive (FP) and detection (p) model with null
occupancy (ψ) model, date, template choice (templ), wind speed (kph), humidity (hum), and
distance to water (waterd).
Model

ψ
(int)

p
(int)

p(templ + date + hum)
FP(waterd +wind)
ψ (.)

0.30

-3.61 0.60

p
(templ)

p
(date)

p
(hum)

FP
(int)

FP
(waterd)

FP
(wind)

b
(Int)

-0.50

0.24

-4.60

0.72

0.73

-0.08

Table A-6. Eighty-five percent confidence intervals for the 2019 occupancy(ψ) models within 2
ΔAICc that do not overlap 0. Occupancy, detection (p), and false positive (FP), with template
choice (templ), average wind speed (wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd), and
pasture percentage at the average home range (PAST avg), large (PAST lg), and small ARU buffer
(PAST sm).

61

A) p (templ + date + hum) FP (waterd + wind) ψ (PAST avg)

ψ (int)
ψ (PAST avg)
p (int)
p (templ)
p (date)
p (hum)
FP (int)
FP (waterd)
FP (wind)

0.075
-0.10
0.35
-3.85
0.49
-0.60
0.15
-4.96
0.62
0.45

0.925
1.12
2.27
-3.38
0.70
-0.40
0.34
-4.24
0.83
1.04

B) p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + wind) ψ (PAST lg)

ψ (int)
ψ (PAST lg)
p (int)
p (templ)
p (date)
p (hum)
FP (int)
FP (waterd)
FP (wind)

0.075
-0.11
0.35
-3.85
0.49
-0.60
0.15
-4.96
0.62
0.45

0.925
1.09
2.19
-3.38
0.70
-0.40
0.34
-4.24
0.83
1.04

C) p(templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + wind) ψ (PAST sm)

ψ (int)
ψ (PAST sm)
p (int)
p (templ)

0.075
-0.12
0.23
-3.85
0.49

0.925
1.07
2.14
-3.38
0.70
62

p (date)
p (hum)
FP (int)
FP (waterd)
FP (wind)

-0.60
0.15
-4.96
0.62
0.45

-0.40
0.34
-4.24
0.83
1.04

Table A-7. AICc comparison of 2020 false positive models (FP) with null detection (p) and
occupancy (ψ) models for turkey site use with number of parameters (K), model weight (w), and
relative difference in AICc with template choice (templ), average wind speed (wind), humidity
(hum), distance to water (waterd), and ARU model (model).
Model
p (.)FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd + date) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd + hum) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd ) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd + wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(waterd + model) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(date + model) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(model + hum) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(model + wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(templ + hum) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(templ) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(templ + wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(date + templ) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(templ+wind+templ*wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(model) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(date ) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(date +hum) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(date + wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(wind) ψ (.)
p (.)FP(.) ψ(.)
p (.)FP(hum) ψ (.)

K
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
7
5
5
6
6
5
4
5

AICc
2982.91
2993.21
2996.38
2998.44
3000.31
3000.42
3047.18
3048.28
3052.10
3121.74
3123.80
3124.82
3125.72
3126.09
3136.87
3138.98
3147.22
3149.01
3156.40
3156.60
3157.43

ΔAICc
0.00
10.30
13.46
15.53
17.40
17.50
64.27
65.37
69.18
138.82
140.88
141.91
142.81
143.18
153.96
156.07
164.30
166.09
173.48
173.69
174.51

AICw
0.99
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

w
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table A-8. Detection models (p) for turkey site use in 2020 in Upstate South Carolina with
template choice (templ), average wind speed (wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd).
Model
p (templ + date +hum)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (templ + wind + date)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (templ + hum)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)

K
9

AICc
ΔAICc
2912.37
0.00

AICw
1.00

w
1.00

9

2925.75 13.38

<0.01

1.00

8

2931.62 19.25

<0.01

1.00
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p (templ)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (date + templ)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (date + waterd)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (date + wind)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (waterd) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (.) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (templ + wind)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (wind)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (model +hum +date)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (model + date)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (model + hum)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (model)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (date + hum)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (wind + hum + date)
FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (hum) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
p (date) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)

7

2943.69 31.33

<0.01

1.00

8

2948.85 36.48

<0.01

1.00

8

2959.10 46.74

<0.01

1.00

8

2965.74 53.37

<0.01

1.00

7
6
8

2979.80 67.43
2982.91 70.55
2983.70 71.34

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

1.00
1.00
1.00

7

2984.88 72.52

<0.01

1.00

9

2988.45 76.08

<0.01

1.00

8

2999.04 86.67

<0.01

1.00

8

3015.14 102.77

<0.01

1.00

7

3035.29 122.92

<0.01

1.00

8

3069.82 157.45

<0.01

1.00

9

3071.74 159.38

<0.01

1.00

7
7

3095.20 182.83
3097.60 185.24

<0.01
<0.01

1.00
1.00

Table A-9. Eighty-five percent confidence intervals in 2020 top false positive (FP) and detection
models (p) (B) with null occupancy (ψ) models and template choice (templ), average wind speed
(wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd).
A) p (.) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
ψ (int)
p (int)
FP(int)

0.075
-0.67
-2.54
-5.98

0.925
0.29
-2.34
-5.03
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FP(waterd)
FP(templ)

0.46
0.53

0.61
0.86

B) p (templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (.)
ψ (int)
p (int)
p (templ)
p (hum)
p (date)
FP(int)
FP(waterd)
FP(templ)

0.075
-0.75
-3.63
0.36
0.14
-0.43
-6.08
0.47
0.40

0.925
0.26
-3.15
0.57
0.41
-0.22
-4.52
0.61
0.88

Table A-10. Eighty-five percent confidence intervals in 2020 first (A) and second-ranked (B)
occupancy (ψ) models at the average home range (PAST avg), large ARU buffer (PAST lg) with
template choice (templ), average wind speed (wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd).
A) p(templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (PAST avg)
ψ (int)
ψ (PAST avg)
p (int)
p (templ)
p (date)
p (hum)
FP (int)
FP (waterd)
FP( templ)

0.075
-0.72
0.81
-3.65
0.37
-0.44
0.19
-5.54
0.48
0.42

0.925
0.56
2.98
-3.17
0.58
-0.23
0.42
-4.67
0.62
0.73

B) p(templ + date + hum) FP(waterd + templ) ψ (PAST lg)

ψ (int)
ψ (PAST lg)
p (int)
p (templ)
p (date)
p (hum)
FP (int)
FP (waterd)
FP (date)

0.075
-0.73
0.78
-3.65
0.37
-0.44
0.19
-5.54
0.48
0.42

0.925
-0.52
2.83
-3.17
0.58
-0.23
0.42
-4.67
0.62
0.73
65

Table A-11. Coefficients for the first and second-ranked 2020 occupancy (ψ) models with
detection (p) and false positives (FP) probabilities using template choice (templ), average wind
speed (wind), humidity (hum), distance to water (waterd), at the average home range (PAST
avg), large ARU buffer (PAST lg).
.
Model

ψ
(int)

ψ
()

p
(int)

p
(templ)

p
(date)

p
(hum)

FP
(int)

FP
(waterd)

FP
(templ)

b
(int)

p (templ +date + hum)
FP(waterd + templ)
ψ (PAST avg)

-0.08 1.90

-3.41 0.47

-0.33

0.30

-5.10 0.55

0.58

-1.06

p (templ +date + hum)
FP(waterd + templ)
ψ (PAST lg)

-0.11 1.81

-3.41 0.47

-0.33

0.30

-5.10 0.55

0.58

-1.06

Table B-12. National Landcover Dataset proportions for four Upstate South Carolina counties of
Anderson, Oconee, Pickens, and Greenville, with barren land/clay, high development intensity,
open water types removed.

Landcover
Deciduous Forest
Mixed Forest
Developed Open Space
Evergreen Forest
Pasture / Hay
Developed Low Intensity
Grassland/ Herbaceous
Developed Medium
Intensity

% Total
31.53
14.03
11.25
8.97
7.17
5.22
2.85
1.90
66

Woody Wetlands
Cultivated Crops
Shrub / Scrub
Emergent Herbaceous
Wetland

0.78
0.20
0.09
0.09
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Figure A-1. Detection frequency in 2019.

Figure A-2. Detection frequency in 2020.
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